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Boeing to Showcase Korea-Focused Defense, Commercial Capabilities at Seoul 
ADEX 2015 
 

SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA, Oct. 15, 2015 – The Boeing Company [NYSE: BA] will 

exhibit a wide variety of commercial and defense technologies, support and sustainment 

capabilities with specific relevance to the Republic of Korea at the 2015 Seoul 

International Aerospace & Defense Exhibition (Seoul ADEX), Oct. 20-25 at Seoul 

Airport. 

Boeing Commercial Airplanes will highlight key commercial airplanes including 

the 747-8 Intercontinental, 787-9 Dreamliner and the 737 MAX.  

Boeing Defense, Space & Security will showcase intelligence, surveillance and 

reconnaissance assets such as the Maritime Surveillance Aircraft, an affordable ISR 

solution ideal for missions including coastal and border security, search and rescue, and 

anti-piracy. 

“The Boeing exhibition at Seoul ADEX demonstrates our rich history of support 

and cooperation with the Republic of Korea’s armed forces and the country’s airlines,” 

said Eric John, president, Boeing Korea. “For more than 60 years we have been 

committed to Korea and aim to continue exploring new collaboration opportunities with 

Korean partners to fuel the growth of the country’s aerospace industry.” 

The ScanEagle, an autonomous unmanned aerial vehicle developed and built by 

Boeing subsidiary Insitu Inc., which can remain covert and on station for up to 24 hours, 

will also be featured. 

In addition, the Republic of Korea Air Force (ROKAF) will also have an F-15K 

Slam Eagle on display -- one of 60 Slam Eagles in the fleet. 

Commercial Airplanes Vice President of Marketing Randy Tinseth will brief media 

on the company’s 20-year commercial market outlook for Northeast Asia with emphasis 

on the Korean market on Tuesday, Oct. 20, from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. at the Conrad 

Hotel. All times are local to Seoul. 
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Boeing is the world's largest aerospace company and leading manufacturer of 

commercial jetliners and defense, space and security systems. Boeing products and 

tailored services include commercial and military aircraft, satellites, weapons, electronic 

and defense systems, launch systems, advanced information and communication 

systems, and performance-based logistics and training. With corporate offices in 

Chicago, Boeing employs more than 165,000 people across the United States and in 

more than 65 countries. The company also leverages the talents of hundreds of 

thousands more skilled people working for Boeing suppliers worldwide. Total company 

revenues for 2014 were $90.8 billion. 
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